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Program Review

Status Summary for Previous Plan of Action-Post Validation

Go back to the most recent comprehensive program review.

During the academic year of 2OO9-2OLO, Geosraohv completed its comprehensive program
review. At that time, the self-study and validation teams developed a final plan of action-post
validation based on information in the self-study and the recommendations of the validation
team.

For each recommendation that was provided then:

o lndicate the action taken, the result of that action, and the current status of the plan, if
it is incomplete.

. lf a recommendation was not followed, indicate the rationale for such action.
r lf additional recommendations were made in subsequent program review annual

updates, please add those here, along with any action taken, results if any, and status of
the additional recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PLAN OF ACTION ACTION TAKEN, RESUTTAND STATUS



Allan Hancock College Program Review

Com prehensive Self-Study

Program Review is intended to be a reflective process that builds on the extensive quantitative and
qualitative data gathered not only from previous program reviews and Annual Updates, but provided as

well by lRP, and lays out the program's major directions for the future.

l. Program Mission (must alîgn with college mission statement):

¡ Describe the need that is met by the program or the purpose of the program.

r For CTEA programs only, describe also how "the program does not represent an unnecessary

duplication of other vocational or occupational training programs in the area."

MISSION STATEMENT

The geography department at Allan Hancock College is committed to providing students with a
deeper understanding of Earth's physical and cultural environments. Our goal is to encourage
the creative and critical thinking skills of students within the field of geography that can be
applied in their future academic and professional pursuits. We focus on Earth processes that
help explain the complex relationship between humans and their environment. Globalization
and diversity are also emphasized throughout our courses.



ll. Progress made toward past program/department goals:

PROGRESS SUMMARY

This review marks the first comprehensive review for the geography program in twenty years.

Richard MacKinnon's program review in 1994-1995 is the last review on record, and since his

tenure at Allan Hancock College, the geography program has faced a few challenges. One major
challenge is the lack of a long-term and devoted full-time instructor. ln 2010, Jamie Bennet
served briefly as the programs latest full-time instructor. Her contributions to the program
incf ude the most recent course reviews that have been completed (May 2010). Table L from
her course review (completed in 20L0) displays the major gaps that exist in past course reviews
(blue) and the need for updates (red). The table is shown below.
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ln order to further illustrate review challenges the geography program has faced, the following passage

from Jamie Bennet's course review (2010) is included on the following page in red beginning with her
review of Student Learning Outcomes:
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Progress from Jaimie Bennet's assessment above: Jaimie updated all SLOs (except GEOG 1-10). She also
reviewed and updated all of the course outlines (except GEOG 1L0) in 201-0.

With these reviews and updates taking place approximately 5 years ago, the need to review all student
learning outcomes and outlines is imminent. ln addition, it will be important that all instructors in the
program use and access the same newly reviewed and updated SLOs.

Progress today:

Today, the geography program consists of two dedicated part-time instructors and is in need of a full-
-time instructor.

Within the past five years new goals have been established to guide the program more successfully into
the future.

The goals:

t. Establish a stronger communication bond between both part-time geography instructors to
ensure greater overall success in the program.

2. Hire a full-time instructor.
3. Review student learning outcomes (SLOs) used by both instructors and update as needed.
4. Access SLOs regularly throughout the program.
5. Create and implement a series of rubrics to assist instructors in achieving solidarity in

assignments and exams as well as easing the assessment process of student learning outcomes.
6. Maintain regularity in term updates (including SLO assessments), annual updates, and course

reviews.
7. Assess and update the use of technology within the program as well as creating a long-term plan

to move the program into the future and ensure greater student success.
8. Propose new course offerings such as GEOG 110, GEOG 105, GEOG L11 (lab), and G|S-related

courses.
9. Explore the possibility of makíng a common and comprehensive final exam for all geography

courses.
10. Continue to serve as an important component to general education for transfer and various

degree goals.



Progress with these goals:

7. More communication is currently taking place between both part-time instructors (this review
has served as a major catalyst for that communication).

2. Along with completing this self-study of the geography program, part-time faculty, Chris Straub,
has joined the Learning Outcomes and Assessment Committee (LOAC-AA) to help ensure more
success in assessing student learning outcomes and will also participate on the team that will be

assessing lnstitutional Learning Outcomes (lLO's) for Scientific Literacy in the spring.
3. Part-time faculty, Chris Straub, is currently scheduled to participate in professional development

training for SLO assessment data and will be encouraging other part-time faculty, Rajni

Chaudhari, to do the same.

4. The need and desire for a full-time geographer has been brought to the attention of Academic
Affairs and has recently been approved for 2OL6-2OL7.

Current progress in the geography program is also further evident through the completion of this
review. The quality of the program is outlined below in both its strengths and challenges.

Program Overview: Strengths

o Two dedicated part-time faculty (both have been teaching at Allan Hancock College for at least 4
years).

. Both instructors have complete versatility within the program, mèaning that they each are
capable of teaching all courses within the program (both face-to-face and DL).

o Part-time faculty, Chris Straub, serves as a board member for the California Geographical Society
and offers social links into Cal Poly's Geography program as well as other Geography programs

throughout the state.
o Student success and retention rates have stabilized over the past four years.
o New goals and plans of action have been established for the program.

-"t.w
¡ Part-time faculty divided between location and distance learning course assignment.
o The need for a full-time position has not been filled.
o A lack of solidarity within the program in the way of assignments and assessments.



To illustrate the program's momentum over the past 2L terms, charts of student outcomes are shown on this page and the next.

Student success and retention have fluctuated up and down (blue arrows - this page) since the past comprehensive program review
However, over the past 9 terms both retention and success have stabilized (red arrows - next page).
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lll. Analysis of Resource Use and Program lmplementation

The geography department's allocation and use of human, physical, technology and fiscal
resources, may be strengthened (reallocated) at both LVC and SM locations to better meet
students' needs as well as the programs needs as outlined below:

Types of Resources Current Needed/Desired Cost

Facility Needs Discontinuity in

classroom assignment
(both locations)

Continuity in specific classroom
assignment for all geography
courses is crucial in order to
consistently utilize wall space.

C-34 (SM) has long served as

the "geography room" on
campus; however, not all
courses are assigned to this
room.

Designated space for wall
maps, charts, and other
displays essential to relaying
information in a spatial science
such as geography is needed.

None

Technology Needs Overhead projector
Computer/DVD Player

Numerous updates are needed.

ln 2OL4 the college purchased

a professional weather station
for the Geography program.
Unfortunately, after several
attempts with the Grounds
Department to have the
exterior parts of the weather
station installed, to date this
has still not been installed.

1-2 laptop(s) for online
courses, hybrid courses, and
SLO assessment data input.

Other devices such as an

aneroid barometer, GPS

To be

determined

ss00-s1200

s1000-sso0o



receivers, and GIS software
would be extremely beneficial
for hands on learning.

iPads for students (although a

dream at this point) would
entirely change the program in
terms of student learning,
participation, and success.

A dual-screen projector (one

for maps and one for lecture
slides)would also be beneficial.

Acquire L-2 new clickers and at
least L wireless mouse.

*discuss the
possibility of a
cost split for
iPads with
other
disciplines
such as the
English

Department

Staffing Needs Two part-time instructors A full-time faculty position is in

dire need. Approximately

591,000

Equipment (non-
technology)

Antiquated maps and
images:

New maps, especially relief
maps are needed. An array of
charts is needed including a

cloud chart, precipitation type
chart, and rock type chart.

Printed climographs would also
be very beneficial for quick
references.

New population maps,
ethnicity charts and maps,
urbanization maps, as well as

other human geography
related topics would be

beneficial.

sLooo-s2ooo

Other Resources Stipends for part-time
instructors who participate in
assessment training,
assessment data input, all
course and program review
processes.

To be

determined



Fiscal Needs Unstated Create a budget plan for the
program to ensure adequate
funding for a variety of
ancillary needs such as funding
guest speakers, field trips,
conferences, and other
professional related matters.

Ssooo

lV. Program SLOs / Assessment

What are the progrom student learning outcomes?

GEOG PSIOl - Apply a variety of critical and creative strategies for solving complex geographical
problems.
GEOG PSLOZ - Develop scientific reasoning and analysis skills to geographical spatial distributions
and patterns.
GEOG PSLO3 - Express an understanding of geographic concepts, approaches, and methodologies.
GEOG PSLO4 - Demonstrate a science-based understanding of the Earth system along with its four
major subsystems (atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere).
GEOG PSIOS.Identi$r, evaluate, and explain the interdependeirce of people and places indúding
the relationship benlreen humans and the Earth's finite resources.
GEOG PSIO6 - Correlate cultural phenomena to local and regional attributes of the physical
landscape.
GEOG PSIOT - Synthesize and critically analyze information related to current geographical issues.

Have the students learning outcomes been assessed since the last comprehensive progrom review?

Yes, all course outcomes (with the exception of GEOG 110, which has not been offered since Fall 2008)
have been mapped to both the geography program outcomes and Allan Hancock College's lnstitutional
Learning Outcomes (lLOs). Student learning outcomes were primarily assessed during the Summe r 2012
and Fall 2OL2. Aggregate assessments results are displayed for both terms (blue arrows) on the
following page.



Report Totals by Term:
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As this data is from 3 years ago, it is imperative to get more regular w¡th reporting assessment data so

trends can be discovered and program improvements can be documented.
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Although the geography program has SLO data to create a report from, overall SLO assessment within the program is low. A comparison can be
made by viewing the the Program Assessment Status of the Social and Behavioral Sciences Department. Geography has the lowest percentage ol
terms with data within the entire department (blue arrow below). This ís a clear indication that more SLO assessment data needs to be input
and supports thq need for a full-time faculty who could better monitor and be accountable for ongoing data collection..
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How assessment are meoasured ond plans of octions:

Student learning outcomes are measured by quizzes, exams, assignments, and discussion
questions throughout each term.

Describe changes you hove made to courses or the progrom based on these doto:

As there is little data to indicate trends, no current changes have been made based on these
data. ln addition, part-time faculty have little involvement with curriculum changes and overall
program improvement and this again supports the need for a full-time faculty to be hired.
Nonetheless, general plans of action were given in 2OL2 to encourage students to attend more regularly.
New goals are being established to encourage more regular attendance through possible modifications
such as the implementation of quizzes in GEOG 102.

Distance Learning

Describe the distonce education courses offered in your program and any particulor successes or
challenges with these courses.

The geography program offers three of its six cataloged courses as distance education courses
(GEOG 101, GEOG tOZ, and GEOG L03). All distance education courses are currently taught
using Blackboard. Rajni Chaudhari is the primary instructor for online course and her outline of
the modality follows:
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Percentage of courses offered by modality and the rationole for this ratio:

The percentage of courses by modality fluctuates over the past 12 terms. Online Courses in the summers generally have a higher enrollment and
online Courses also, on average, have higher enrollment throughout the past L2 terms. The current average ratio is SO%/SO%and is set by a near
equal demand for both.
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Compare the success and retention of your online offerings to the same courses offered face-to-face.

The following charts (this page and the next) compare online (red) and face-to-face courses (blue) in terms of success and retention.

From Summer 2011 to Spring 2013 (this page) face-to-face courses generally have a higher success rate and retention rate than online courses.
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FromSummer201.3toSpring201.5(thispage)face-to-facecoursesgenerallyhavehighersuccessand'ei
exception is the Summer 2014 where course modality assignment shifted. ln Summer 2014 retention rates for online course were 10% higher
than face-to-face courses and success rates were the same at 75%.
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Summary of comparison between online and face-to-face courses:

Over the past 12 terms face-to-face courses generally have higher success and retention rates than online courses. These sets of data fall in line
with the overall AHC trend as face-to-face courses generally have higher success and retention rates. [See appendix 4 for AHC data]
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V. Success, Retention, and Equity

Describe how the progrom works to promote student success.

The geography program works to promote student success by following the general framework
for student success as outlined in the college's educational master plan (listed below).

r Competency in vr'rittery oral, and visual
communication;

. Information and technologyliterary;

. Scientific and quantitatirre literacy;
¡ Critical thinking and etlicai reasoning skills;
. CiviliÐ¡ and interpersonal sHlls;
¡ Understanding of cultural dir,ersity and

environmental sustainability;

ÐemonstraËed historical and aesthetic
sensibility;
Capacity to assume cirric, political, and social
responsibilities locally and globalþ
,{bility to acquire krowledge for life-long
learning through a variety of means.

We help students to achieve these goals by using various teaching styles that include the three
primary methods (audio, visual, and kinesthetíc) of instruction. The geography program also
offers three of its six cataloged courses as distance learning courses which allows students from
local and nonlocal areas to complete many of our courses within a more open time frame. Face-
to-face courses remain popular and are offered every term (with the exception of winter) as

well.

The geography program aiso believes in the six success factors outlined in the college's strategic
plan. A list of how the program contributes to these six success factors (DIRECTED, FOCUSED,

NURTURED, ENGAGED, CONNECTED, AND VALUED) is outlined below.

DIRECTED:

Clear course outlines and instructions on our syllabi allow for students to maintain direction
throughout the year.

FOCUSED: instructors help students stay focused by giving them weekly responsibilities such as

reading and writing assignments.

NURTURED: questions are encouraged within the classroom as a way to nurture curiosity and
the continuous development of knowledge.

ENGAGED: in-class tasks are ass¡gned to help keep students engaged. Students are also
informed about and encouraged to participate in college activities outside of the classroom.

CONNECTED:the program strives to learn the names of students and call on them when
possible to keep the classroom connected.

VALUED: student participation is encouraged and appreciated to show that each student is

valued in the classroom and on campus.



ln addition, the geography program also works with outside resources such as the Learning
Assistance Program (LAP), the library, sports programs, financial aid and other financial
programs to help maximize the success of students both in and out of the classroom.

An analysis of the success, retention, and equity within the geography program follows (next 9

pages).



Anaylsis of Success, Retention, and Equity

Analysis by discipline Summer 2009 to Spring ZOI2:

Summer 2009 had high success and retention rates in all geography courses. ln contrast, from Fall 2009 until Summer 20j.1 both
success and retention rates are lower than average for all geography courses (with the exception of Summer 2O1O). Retention rates
also stabilized in Fall 2010 although success rates remained low. The reason for the instabilty within this period is most likely due to
the geography program going through faculty changes at the time.

The following chart displays success by discipline (summer 2009 to spring 2or2):
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Analysis from Summer 201L to Spring 2015 follows:

Although all three disciplines (GEOG 101, GEOG 102, and GEOG 102) fluctuate in terms of both success and discipline from Summer 20L1 until
Spring 2015, they also maintain a consitent average (around 75%for success and around 90%for retention).

The Spring, Summer, and Fall terms of 2014 have lower succes rates on average than other surrounding terms but maintained a relatively high
rate of retention (around 85%).
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Summary of analysis by discipline: no major contrasts exist when analyzing disciplines. One notable course with sporadic low success and
retention rates is GEOG L02 (Spring 2012, Spring 20L4, Summer 2OI4, and Fall 2OL4).lt is difficult to ascertain a specific reason why in the above
data because both modalities (face-to-face and distance learning) are included in each listing.
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Analysis by gender:

Males generally have higher enrollment figures over the past 18 terms. Exceptions to this trend began in Fall 2011. The two charts below show
these exceptions (circled in red). Males also tend to have higher to much higher enrollment in Summer terms (with the exception of Summer
2012).
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Females on average have a slightly higher success rate than males in the geography program while males have a slightly higher retention rate.

- Average female success rate for the past 12 terms: 77.2% - Average female retention rate for past 12 terms: gB.8%

- Average male success rate for the past 12 terms: 75.6%

Females:
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Summary of gender analysis: no significant discrepancies can be found in either gender retention or success rates for the past 12 terms. Gender
enrollment figures fluctuate over the past 12 terms. Gender enrollment figures also fluctuate by course. one explanation of gender enrollment
fluctuations by course is the generalization that science based courses (GEOG 10L) often appeal more to males whereas humanity based courses
(GEOG 102,I03) often appeal more to females.

Analysis by ethnicity:
Ethnic enrollment in the geography program generally matches the
The third largest ethnic group is Blacks. The charts below (and next
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The average retention rate for all

Hispanics generally have average
On average Hispanics have below

geography classes for the past 9 terms is approximately 90%. The average success rate is approximately 78%.

retention rates but below average success rates. Exceptionally low rates are recorded for Fall 2012 (GEOG 103).
average success rates at approximately 75%. These rates can be seen on the following chart (next page).
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The average retention rate for all geography classes for the past 9 terms is approximately 90%. The average success rate is approximat elV 7B%.

Whites generally have average to above average retention rates and wavering success rates. On average Whites meet the average success mark
at approximarely 78%. These rates can be seen on the following chart (next page).
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Vl. Trend Analysis/Outlook

The overall success of the geography program has stabilized over the past four years. Although enrollment in the
program has wavered over the past L2 terms, the general trend is upward. Two examples display this trend quite well:

o Spring 201-1 enrollment was 1-97 - Spring 20L5 enrollment was 256
¡ Fall 2011 enrollment was 160 - Fall 2014 enrollment was 224

The overall enrollment for the program has gone from an average of 1-99 students (average based on the period of
Summer 2009 to Spring 2072) to an average of 2I2 (average based on the period of Summer 2012to Spring 2015). This
is a 6.53% increase for enrollment in the program over the past 18 terms. This increase also comes at a time when
overall enrollment figures at Allan Hancock College have decreased by 6.95% over the past 18 terms.

Fill Rates and Demand Ratios also maintain high averages and when looking at Fall 2074 all are at or above 100%
(except for the case of GEOG 102 ON). ln the Spring of 2015 Demand Rates and Fill ratios also were around 100% with
the exception of GEOG L02 ON and GEOG L02 LVC. Two charts below show these figures with more detail.
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Ethnic trends: more Hispanics have enrolled in the geography program over the past 18 terms with an increase of
4.95%. Both Blacks and Asians have neither gone up nor down in terms of enrollment percentages over the past 18
terms.



Online courses consistently fall below face-to-face courses in terms of both success and retention. This trend follows

General expansion of the program: the geography program needs to expand in order to meet the average geography
course offerings throughout the state of California.

Allan Hancock College falls below the average number of geography courses offered at community colleges
throughout California (see appendix 1). As a whole California community colleges average 10 credit sections (F14 and

S15)of geography perterm/semester. Allan Hancock College had 5 credit sections in the Fall of 2OI4 and 6 credit
sections in the Spring of 2015. lf one were to also factor in average enrollment counts for California community
colleges, Allan Hancock College should have closer to 8 credit sections offered each term to meet average credit
course counts within the California community college system.

Technology and the job market: employment opportunities for geographers are quickly growing. According to the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook, jobs for geographers are projected to increase 29% from
2012 - 2022.This growth is much faster than average (see graph below).

Geographers
Fercent ÈhEngÊ in empfüymer't, priLieL-tecì ?072-2V

Geographers

Sè,ciåt sÐientBsts åad
refated r,úor¡(ers

Totst, alf srcr¡F¿tions 11%

Hdt'-t È11 *{eup#$s inúuãæ zll cgvpe{mns :¡n thê U,5. EænÐfty'

5suræi U,5, Erræu el Þbc¡ 5t¿tlst2æ, ETraFi*¡rært Prúje*JtÐf,E Frøgraù

Technology and the job market (continued):

Despite the fact that job growth for geographers is anticipated to grow rapidly within the next decade, the actual

number of geographers found in the U.S. is actually low (approximately 1,,7OO't. This figure however misrepresents the
breadth of geographers and geography in general. Geography itself is often a hub for many other career paths and
geographers are often led into many other closely related careers paths because of this. Examples include:
cartographers, photogrammetrists, geoscientists, environmental scientists, biogeographers, atmospheric scientists
meteoro and climatologists), urban planners, and market a



Geographic lnformation System (GlS) courses are essential to any geography program's value in supporting the job
marketplace. California is one of the leading states for GIS related jobs, and this need for well-trained GIS employees
often starts at community colleges. Many community colleges have introductory GIS course offerings, and some even
have GIS certification programs.* The geography program is aware that Allan Hancock College has offered GIS courses
before and had only partial success with it. Successfully reestablishing a GIS course is one of the current goals of the
geography department.

Cartographers and photogrammetrists are two geography-related jobs that are birthed out of introductory GIS and
remote sensing courses, and these jobs are growing quickly in Santa Barbara County, California, and beyond.
Cartographers and photogrammetrists are among the top 5 occupations within our local community (Santa Barbara
County) with the fastest job growth. The chart below (next page) displays the projected growth (2Ot2 - 2O221 from an
estimated 50 jobs to a projected 80 jobs. This is a 6O% increase change just in our area (red arrow below - next page).
Throughout all of California there is a projected35.7% increase for these two positions (blue arrow below - next
page).

*See appendix 2 for a sample list of colleges with GIS(T) Certification programs.





Atmospheric scientists (meteorologists and climatologist) also generally begin with their feet planted in geography.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook, jobs for geographers are projected
to increase LO% from 2OL2 - 2022.This growth is much faster than average (see graph below).

Atmos plre ri e Seie ntists, I n cl u din g M ete ürÊlogists
PercÈnt chrnge in enrplcrynrenÈ. pr*¡'ected 2ü77-27.
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sqience rÊu¡ÞaÈiüns

Atnrcspheric sclentists,
i:ncluding meteorclcgists

l,loter ,411.*ccu.pati*n: irufuds eflcccuçøt3ons in. the 1t,9, Ec*nor*1",

Ssu:rcer t-[,5. Eurgau'ef L;¿ber 5ffiisi?ø, Enrp]oynænê Fraþctlans progrenr

California is projected to have a 6.7% increase in Atmospheric Scientists and Space Scientists related jobs (see chart
next page).
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Generally speaking all other geography related jobs in the U.S. (geoscientists, environmental scientist, urban planners,

etc.) have projected job increase rates at or above 10%.

As applícable, please address the breodth, depth, currency, ond cohesiveness of the curriculum in relotion to
evolving employer needs and/or tronsfer requirements, as well as other important pedagogicol or technology
reloted developments.

Breadth: The Geography program offers both Social and Behavioral Science courses (GEOG 102 & 102) as well as a

Physicalscience course (GEOG 10L). Both of these areas have the potentialto be further expanded with courses such

as GEOG 1-05 and GEOG 110.



j

I

Depth: All geography courses cover the fundamental concepts and terminologies found within the discipline and are
aimed at increasing geospatial skills. All courses are transferable.

Currency: All course content offered is current. Course outlines need minor modifications. lt is not known if courses
are C-lD approved.

Cohesiveness: All the courses currently offered exist independently and are not designed as a progressive sequence.
However, as geography is often considered a holistic science, elementary material tends to overlap at the beginning of
allcourses.

Pedagogical and Technological Developments:
Over the past four years all geography courses have developed DL offerings. New textbooks have been adopted since
the last program review, and instructors continue to research and implement new pedagogical approaches to increase
student success and retention.

Vll. Long-Term Program Goals and Action Plans (Aligned W¡th the College Educational

Master Plan) "Pre-Validation"

Align your long-term program goals to the goals of the AHC Master Educational Plan: Student Success,

Professional Development, lntegrated Planning, Community Outreach, New Revenue Development. Describe

the long-term plans for changing or developing new courses and programs, other actions being taken to
enhance student success, and the need for professional development activities and other resources to
implement program goals. Be sure to show how these plans are related to assessment results. (Plan should

cover five-year period and include target dates and resources needed.)

long Term Plans Summàry And lmpact On Student,suCcess And
Alignment With Master Ed Plan :

Target Dates Resources Needed

Course modification
plan

General Updates

Reintroduce GEOG 110

Meteorology is still listed in the course catalog although

it has not been offered since Fall 2008. Meteorologists

and climatologists are going to be in high demand as

the concern of global climate change rises across our

Ongoing

20L9-2020



planet. Offering a starting point to these potential

career paths is a future goal of the geography program.

Reintroduce GEOG L05

A California geography class would allow for students

to develop a greater understanding (in both

environmental and social avenues) of the state that
they live in.

2017-2018

New course

development plan

Geographic lnformation Systems (GlS) course(s):

As stated above, GIS courses are most significant to
geography-related jobs. Creative approaches to the

reintroduction of GIS would include offering it as a DL

course and perhaps coupling it with other subjects such

as cartography, agriculture, remote sensing, and other

surveying technologies.

Lab component of GEOG 1-01-:

All lab courses used for IGETC, CSUGE, and AHCGE

transfer requirements generally have demand rates and

fill ratios of 100% or higher (see appendix 3). Giving

students that are enrolled in geography courses

another lab option while meeting other GE course

requirements would be beneficial to student success

and would also potentially create more FTES.

Field Studies course: field studies courses are a much

needed component to geography programs because

they allow for hands-on practice.

2018-2079

2016-2017

2019-2020

Professional More professional development (attendance and

offerings) is needed for the SLO assessment process,



Development course review process, and annual update process.

With a projected DL interface transition (possibly in

2OI7) out of Blackboard and into Canvas, the
geography program recognizes the need for further
professional development (attendance and offerings) in

DL and hybrid related programs.
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AssessmentCvcle

se one row for each P

Assessment Plan

Program Outcome

GEOGL0L SLO1

GEOGL02 SLO1

GEOG103 SLOl

e rogram outcome. four

GEOG101SLO2

GEOG102 SLO2

GEOGL03 SLO2

Tobe
assessed in
semester:

F2016

t20L6
s2017

6-Yeor assessmen

GEOGL0L SLO3

GEOGlO2 SLO3

GEOG].03 SLO3

Assessment method (s)

Quiz/M-C exam

M-C exam

M-C exam

s20L7

s2017

s2018

schedule can be inserted here, if you've

Quiz/M-C exam

M-C exam

M-C exam

t2077

F2017

s2018

'Team to review
assessment results

ÊT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
S&BS

Department
Chair

Quiz/M-C exam

M-C exam

M-C exam

Resources needed to
conduct assessment

FT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
s&Bs

Department
Chair

elumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

FT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
S&BS

Department
Chair

¡t.

Individual
responsible for

assessment report

elumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

Chris Straub

Date we
expect t0
complete
review

elumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

Chris Straub

s20L7

s2017

F2017

Chris Straub

s2017

s2017

F2018

s2018

s2018

F20T8



GEOG101SLO4

GEOG102 SLO4

GEOG103 SLO4

GEOGl01SLOs

GEOGlO2 SLO5

GEOGlO3 SLOs

s2018

s2018

s2019

GEOGlOl SLO6

GEOGlO2 SLO6

GEOG103 SLO6

Quiz/M-C exam

M-C exam

M-C exam

F2018

F2018

s2020

Quiz/M-C exam

M-C exam

M-C exam

t2019

F20T9

s202L

FT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
S&BS

Department
Chair

Dissemination of Information

Results will be shared annually in a department meeting. Results will also be shared with the Learning Outcomes and Assessment Committ
(via the department liaison), the dean, and the Vice President, Academic Affairs.

Writing Assignment

Writing Assignment

M-C exam

FT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
S&BS

Department
Chair

eLumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

FT instructor,
identified PT

instructor(s),
S&BS

Department
Chair

elumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

Chris Straub

elumen training,
stipends for PT

Faculty

Chris Straub

s2018

s201_8

F2019

Chris Straub

s2019

s2019

F2020

s2020

s2020

F2021



1. Major Findings

Strengths of the program/disciplíne:

o good part-time instructors

. strong demand

¡ Successful DL offerings

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(Validation Team Report)

Concerns regarding the program/discipline:

r Lack of full-time instructor

¡ Curriculum needs updating

r Some classes not offered (Meteorology, California Geography, Physical Geography Lab)

o Lack of current maps, charts, meteorology equipment (SM and LVC campuses)

2. Recommendations

. Hire full-time instructor

¡ Update curriculum

o Offer more sections (including meteorology)

¡ Update equipment and instructional tools (maps, charts, etc.)

(Fall 2016)

(Fall 20L7)

(Spring 2017)

(tall2ot7)
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DEPARTMENT: Social and Behavioral Science

List below as specifically as possible the recommendations that the department plans to take as a result of
this program review. Be sure to address any problem area(s) which have been discovered in the review of
this program. Under each component, list each recommendation separately and for each, please align each
recommendation to the appropriate Strategic Plan goal, align to the Course Learning Outcome(s) (CSLO) it ¡s

connected to, and include a target date. (The AHC Strategic Plan is located in the MyHancock portal).

Plan of Action - Post Validation
Six Year

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE STUDENT
TEARNING OUTCOMES AND ACHIEVEMENT

More thorough and more frequent
assessment of SLOs is needed throughout
each term.

Update course outlines and ensure all
faculties within the program are using the
same SLOs.

PROGRAM: Geoeraphv

Develop relationships with counselors so that
students receive a more thorough
understanding ofthe geography program and
the courses offered (including SLOs) and how
they meet the needs of each student.

Stipends to engage part-time faculty in SLO
assessment including the possibility of
common grading schemes.

SLS1, SLS2, SLS3, SLS4, SLS6

Strateg¡c Goal

RECOMM EN DATIONS TO ACCOM MODATE
CHANGES IN STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Enrollment Changes

SLS1, SLS2, SLS3, SLS4, SLS6

Explore ways to increase enrollment.
Possibilities include the introduction of new
courses such as GEOG 105, GEOG LLO, and
GEOG 11_1.

sLS1, SLSz, SLS3, SLS4, SLS6, SLST

cs¡_o

Demographic Changes

None

All

Retention Change

SLS]., SLS2, SLS3, SLS4, SLS6

TARGET DATE

All

2015-20t6

All

2015-2016

2015-2016

Strateg¡c Goal

sls1, sLS2, SLS3, SLS4, SLS6, SLS7,

SLS8

All

N/A

20L6-2077

csLo

All

TARGET DATE

2016-2017

N/A N/A



Continue review and analysis of P/CSLOs to
ensure continuous improvement of the program

and identifying gaps that may trigger decreased
retention scores

Develop activities that engage students early in
semester.

Create assignments that link students together.

Establish clearer guidelines for each course within
the program so that students remain directed and
focused.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAT

ENVIRONMENT

Curricular Changes

SLS1, SLS2, SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS 8

lntroduce a lab component to GEOG 101.

Explore the possibility of introducing new courses such as
GEOG 105 and GEOGl-10. ln addition, explore the re-
introduction of a GIS course (possibly DL)

Co-Curricular Changes

Ail

A lab course for GEOG 1-0L would allow students the
possibility to establish a weather station on campus and
create weather reports for the college,

Develop grading rubrics for greater continuity
throughout the program.

Ongoing

2016-2017

Strategic Goals

Neighboring College and University
Plans

Review articulation agreements.

SLS]., SLS2, SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS 8

SLS1, SLS2, SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLST

lnvestigate lab compatibility with neighboring universities

csto

All

TARGET DATE

SLS1, SLS2, SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS 8

Ail

20L6-20L7

2017-2018

Ail

sls1, sls2, sLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS 8

2017-2018

N/A
2015-2016



RECOMMENDATIONS THAT REQUIRE ADDITIONAL

RESOURCES

Facilities

Continuity in classroom assignment

Equipment {Non-Technology)

New maps, especially relief maps are needed. An array of charts is

needed including a cloud chart, precipitation type chart, and rock

type chart.

Printed climographs for quick references.

New population maps, ethnicity charts and maps, urbanization maps,

as well as other human geography related topics would be beneficial.

Staffing

Hire full-time faculty

5trateg¡c,Goals

Technology

Numerous updates are needed.

Weather station (instal lation).

S151, SLS2,

5153, SLS4, SLS6

csLo

1-2 laptop(s) for online courses, hybrid courses, and SLO assessment

data input.

Other devices such as an aneroid barometer, GPS receivers, and GIS

software would be extremely beneficialfor hands-on learning.

iPads for students (although a dream at this point) would entirely

change the program in terms of student learning, participation, and

success.

A dual screen projector (one for maps and one for lecture slides)

would also be beneficial.

Acquire L-2 new clickers and at least 1 wireless mouse.

SLS1, SLS2,

SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS

8

TARGET

DATE

Ail 20t5-2016

All 206-20L7

SLS1, SLS2,

SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS

8

All

SLS1, SLS2,

SLS3, SLS4,

SLS6, SLS7, SLS

8

201_6-2077

Ail Ongoing

2076-20t7



This part of the program review demonstrates alignment of courses and program with regard to
important data on student surveys, enrollment, retention and success, and student demographics lays
out the program's plans for developing activities to improve results over the forthcoming five years that
become part of the pre-validation plan of action.

Student Surveys
Data analysis is a critical component of program review. The three categories below should be used as

guidelines in developing a summary of the student data.

Student Data Analysis

Student Data Summary

State ot leost three positive factors about the discípline/program identified by students. lnclude
the number (or percentage) of students responding and any implícotions for plonning.

At least 7O.9% (out of 60 studentsi of the stucients are either satisfied or highly satisfieci with
the quality of instruction within the geography program. This figure shows an overall
satisfaction with the program but certainly allows for room to improve. The future goal for
overall satisfaction in this area is placed atSO%.

Approximately 88% (out of 60 students) were either satisfied or highly satisfied with the clarity
of course goals and learning objectives. This figure is a good indication that the goals and

learning objectives are well established and made clear by the ¡nstructors.

At least 75.8% (out of 60 students) were either satisfied or highly satisfied with the
presentation of classes via the college's Blackboard course management system. ln a time when
computers are a major component in many students' daily lives, this fígure shows the degree of
understanding that instructors within the program have for their students as all face-to-face
geography courses have a Blackboard component to them to facilitate with learning.

State at leost three negative factors about the discípline/progrøm identified by students. lnclude
-the number (or percentoge) of students responding and any implications for planning.

Nearly 49% (out of 60 students) reported that they were only moderately satisfied or not at all
satisfied with the advice about the program from counselors. The program's future goal is to
work with counselors to reduce this percentage. With a full-time faculty serving the program
stronqer connections could be made.



Approximately 34% (out of 60 students) expressed that they were only moderately satisfied or
not at all satisfied with feedback and assessment of progress towards learning objectives. This
figure primarily indicates that the amount of feedback and the clarity of feedback need to be
improved within the program.

Almost 37% (out of 60 students) expressed that they were either moderately satisfied or not at
all satisfied with the instructional equipment (e.g., computers, lab equipment) used within the
program. Approximately L7% (out of 60 students) reported that they were not at all satisfied
with the instructional equipment used within the program. This is a clear indication that
instructional equipment improvements need to be made.

Student surveys also displayed lower than average satisfaction scores when asked about course
assistance through tutorial services. This has been an ongoing issue with the program in that a

small number of students find a need for tutorial students, but unfortunately there never
seems to be enough to warrant a tutor (the primary course that falls into this issue is Physical
Geography GEOG 101).

State ony other information (use responsive numbers) that you obtained from student datø (e.9.

focus groups, questionnaires, or SGIDS) that may be of special interest to the self-study team.
What plonning implicatíons will result from this informotion?

No other student data sources are being used for this program review.

The results of the student s follow (next 4 pases
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List of all courses in Discipline /Program

Review of Prerequisites, Corequisites,

Summary

Course

Prefix No.

CURRENT
Prereq/Co reqlAd visory

Limitation on Enrollment

GEOG 101

GEOG 102

GEOG L02

Advisory

GEOG 110

Advisory

LEVEL OF SCRUTINY
(Statistics, Content

Review, UC/CSU

Comparison, Student
Survey - list all)

and Advisories

Advisory

Advisory

Note: This summary was not completed the year subsequent to the self-study and is therefore in need

of a higher level of scrutiny.

N/A

RESULT
(i.e.,current PCA is

established, should
be dropped/modified
or PCA is established)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Current PCA is

established

ACTION TO BE

TAKEN
(None, APP-

Major or Minor)

Current PCA is

established

Current PCA is

established

Current PCA is

established

None

None

None

None



No degrees or certificates are currently available through the geography program. Both a

Geography Program Certificate and a GIS Course(s) Completion Certificate will be explored for
transfer purposes and as a gateway tool for internships with local businesses.

DEG REE AN D CERÏI FICATE REQU IRM ENTS



Discipline: Geography

As part of the program evaluation process, the self-study team has reviewed the course

outlines supporting the discipline/program curriculum. The review process has resulted in the
following recommendations:

t. The following course outlines are satisfactory as written and do not require modification
(list all such courses): None

2. The following courses require minor modification to ensure currency: None

COURSE REVI EW VERIFICATION

3. The following courses require major modification. The self-study team anticipates

submitting such modifications to the AP&P committee, FALL 2016 / SPRING 2017

GEOG 10L, GEOG 102, GEOG 103 (PCA and DL review and updates are needed; potential

alignment with C-lD suggested for new course proposals).

GRADUATION REQUIRMENTS: General Education (GE), Multicultural/Gender Studies (MCGS)

and Health and Wellness (H&W) Courses.

The following courses were reviewed as meeting GE requirement(s):

IGETC (Course Catalog pages 54-55): 4E GEOG IO2 & GEOG 103; 5A GEOG L01"

CSUGE (Course Catalog pages 56-57): Bl GEOG 10L; D5 GEOG 102 & 103

AHCGE (Course Catalog pages 59-60): GEOG L0L, GEOG 102, & GEOG 103

The following courses were reviewed as meeting the MCGS requirement: GEOG 102 & GEOG

103.

The following courses were reviewed as meeting the H&W requirement: N/A

Year: 201-5



Articulation Status of Courses



GEOG 101 Physical Geography (3)
12tÙln5

CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A survey of the earth's physical geography focusing on understanding it as a single interconnected system driven by solar energy.
Covers the four basic subsystems (atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere), their relationships and interconnections,
and our human relationship to them.

AHC Special Notes Articulation I nstitution

Cal Polv Pomona
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

GSU Bakersfield
CSU Channel lslands
CSU Chico
CSU Dominquez Hills
CSU East Bav
CSU Fresno

Prefix

CSU Fullerton
CSU Lonq Beach

GEO 101

GSU Los Anqeles

GEOCì 250
Or
ERSC 250

Need C or better

GSU Monterev Bav
CSU Northridqe
CSU Sacramento
CSU San Bernardino

GSU San Marcos

GEO 200

GSU Stanislaus

GEOG 2100

Humboldt State

GEOG 7

Title

GEOG 1 10

San Diego State
San Francisco State

GEOG 140

Ph

San Jose State

Physical Geography (4)
Or
Phvsical Geoqraphv

VSI

Sonoma State

cal Geoqraphv (4)

GEOG 101

UC Transferable

GEOG 1

Pending

Denied ÍGEOG 101
Physi

Physt
cal Geoqraphv (3)

G

Physi

EOG 106
GEOG 101

lntroduction to the Natural Environment (3)

cal Geoqraphy (4)

lntroduction to Physical Geography (3)

GEOG 101

cal Geography: The Earth's Surface (3)

GEOG 1

GEOG 201

Ph

Yes

The Phvsical Environment (3)

vsical Geooraohvl

Phvsical Geoqraphv (3)

05/15/15
Physical Geoqraphv 103 (5)

Phvsical Geooraphv (3)

Principles of Phvsical Geooraphv (3)
Our Physical Environment (3)
Geography of Natural Environments
Global Environmental Svstems (4)

(3)



Or GEOG 103 UC Berkelev
UC Davis
UG lrvine
UC Los Angeles

UC Merced
UC Riverside
UC San Dieqo
UC Santa Barbara
UC Santa Gruz
c-tD

GEOG 10

CSU GE
IGETC

GEOG 1

Or
GEOG 2

GEOG 38

Expired, needs to be
revised and resubmitted

World Regions, Peoples, and States (4)

B1

5A

Earth's Physical Environment (5)
Or
Biodiversity in the Chansins World

Land, Water, and Life (4)

[C-lD GEOG 110, lntroduction to Physical
Geoqraphvl

(5)



GEOG 101 Physical Geography (3)
12t01t15

CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A survey of the earth's physical geography focusing on understanding it as a single interconnected system driven by solar energy.
Covers the four basic subsystems (atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere), their relationships and interconnections,
and our human relationship to them.

AHC Special Notes Articulation I nstitution

Cal Polv Pomona
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

CSU Bakersfield
GSU Channel lslands
CSU Chico
CSU Dominouez Hills
CSU East Bav
CSU Fresno

Prefix

CSU Fullerton
CSU Lonq Beach

GEO 101

GSU Los Anseles

GEOG 250
Or
ERSC 250

Need C or better

GSU Monterey Bay
CSU Northridqe
CSU Sacramento
GSU San Bernardino

GSU San Marcos

GEO 200

CSU Stanislaus

GEOG 2100

Humboldt State

GEOG 7

Title

San Dieqo State

GEOG 1 10

San Francisco State

Phvsical Geooraphv (4)

GEOG 140

San Jose State

Physical Geography (4)
Or
Phvsical Geoqraphv

Sonoma State

GEOG 101

UC Transferable

GEOG 1

Pending

Denied TGEOG 101
Phvsi
Phvsi

GEOG 106

Ph

cal

GEOG 101

lntroduction to the Natural Environment (3)

cal Geooraphv (4)

VSI

Geoq

GEOG 101

cal Geographv: The Earth's Surface (3)

lntroduction to Physical Geoqraphv (3)

GEOG 1

raphv (3)

GEOG 201

Ph

The Physical Environment (3)

Yes

Phvsical Geoqraphv (3)

VSI cal Geoqraphvl

05/15/15
Physical Geoqraphv 103 (5)

Physical Geosraphv (3)
Prin
Our Phvsical Environment (3)

ciples of

Ge
Global Environmental Svstems (4)

og ta

Physical Geoqraphy (3)

phv of Natural Environments (3)



Or GEOG 103 UC Berkelev
UC Davis
UG lrvine
UC Los Angeles

UG Merced
UG Riverside
UG San Dieqo
UC Santa Barbara
UC Santa Cruz
c-tD

GEOG 10

CSU GE
IGETC

GEOG 1

Or
GEOG 2

GEOG 38

Expired, needs to be
revised and resubmitted

World Reqions, Peoples, and States (4)

B1

5A

Earth's Physical Environment (5)
Or
Biodiversitv in the Chanqinq World

Land, Water, and Life (4)

[C-lD GEOG 110, lntroduction to Physical
Geoqraphvl

(5)



GEOG 102 Human Geography (3)
12t01n5

CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A historical perspective is used to explore our human role in shaping the earth's cultural landscapes. Globalization and cultural
diversity are course themes. Topics include population and migration; the geography of language, religion, and social customs;
economic forms; settlements; and resource problems.

AHC Special Notes Articulation I nstitution
Cal Polv Pomona
Cal Polv San Luis Obispo
CSU Bakersfield
CSU Channel lslands
CSU Chico
CSU Dominquez Hills
CSU East Bav
CSU Fresno
CSU Fullerton
CSU Lonq Beach

Prefix

CSU Los Anqeles

Need C or better

GEO 102

GSU Monterev Bav
CSU Northridqe

GEOG 150

CSU Sacramento
CSU San Bernardino

GEOG 201

CSU San Marcos

GEOG 102

CSU Stanislaus

GEO r00

Humboldt State

GEOG 2300

San Dieqo State

GEOG 2

San Francisco State

GEOG 160
GEOG 160

San Jose State

Title

Sonoma State

GEOG 155

Human Geooraphv (4)

UC Transferable

lntroduction to Cultural Geoqraohv (4)

GEOG 107

UC Berkeley

GEOG 2

UG Davis

GEOG 1OO

Culture & Historical Geoqraphv of the World (3)

UC lrvine

Human Geoqraphy (3)

GEOG 2020

Human Geoqraphv (3)

GEOG 105

Cultural Geoqraphv (4)

GEOG 102

lntroduction to Cultural Geoqraphv (3)
Human Geoqraphv (3)

GEOG 102

lntroduction to Human Geoqraohv (3)

GEOG 10
GEOG 203

Human Geographv (4)

Yes

lntroduction to Human Geoqraphy (3)
Cultural Geooraphv (3)
lntroduction to Human Geoqraphv (4)

lntroduction to Cultural Geoqraphv (3)

Cultural Geoqraphv (3)

Principles of Cultural Geographv (3)
The Human Environment (3)

Cultural Geoqraphv (3)

Human Geoqraphv (3)



Or GEOG 103 UC Los Angeles

UC Merced
UG Riverside
UC San Dieso
UC Santa Barbara
UG Santa Gruz
c-tD

GEOG 3
Or
GEOG 4
Or
GEOG 6

CSU GE
IGETC

GEOG 5

c-rD GEOG 120

Cultural Geography (5)

Globalization: Regional Development & World
Economy (5) Or
World Regions: Concepts and Contemporary
lssues (5)

D5
4E

People, Place, and Environment (4)

lntroduction to Human Geoqraphv



GEOG 105 Geography of Galifornia (3)
12t01t15

CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A survey of the geography of California, including the physical environment, weather and climate, population, industry and
agriculture, and major cultural patterns.

AHC Special Notes Articulation I nstitution
Gal Polv Pomona
Gal Poly San Luis
Obispo
GSU Bakersfield
GSU Ghannel lslands
GSU Chico
CSU Dominquez Hills
GSU East Bav
CSU Fresno
CSU Fullerton

Prefix

CS
GSU Los Anqeles

U Long Beach

GSU Monterev Bav
CSU Northridqe
CSU Sacramento
GSU San Bernardino
CSU San Marcos
GSU Stanislaus
Humboldt State
San Dieqo State
San Francisco State
San Jose State

Title

Sonoma State
UC Transferable
UC Berkelev
UC Davis
UC lrvine

Yes
Acceptable Lower Division Maior



UC Los Anqeles
UC Merced
UG Riverside
UC San Dieqo
UC Santa Barbara
UC Santa Cruz
c-tD
CSU GE
IGETC

Need to Submit
D5
4E

lC-lD GEOG 140, California Geoqraphvl



GEOG 110 lntroduction to Meteorology (3)
12t01t15

CATALOG DESCRIPTION
An introduction to the physical processes underlying atmospheric and weather phenomena, including global climate change and the
impacts of various weather and climate phenomena on society. Topics include thermodynamic processes in the moist terrestrial
atmosphere; radiation (solar{errestrial) and heat budget; atmospheric stability and convection. The dynamics of the atmosphere and
its circulation are described; classes of waves affecting atmospheric circulation are introduced. Both synoptic and mesoscale
meteorology, as well as factors involved in weather forecasting are discussed, including basic observations, data analysis, and
modeling.

NOTE: The comparable courses at the CSU and UC campuses are either upper division or there is no equivalent course offered.

AHC Special Notes Articulation I nstitution
Cal Polv Pomona
Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo
CSU Bakersfield
CSU Channel lslands
CSU Ghico
GSU Dominquez Hills
CSU East Bav
CSU Fresno
CSU Fullerton
GSU Lonq Beach

Prefix

GSU Los Anqeles
GSU Monterey Bay
CSU Northridqe
GSU Sacramento
GSU San Bernardino
CSU San Marcos
CSU Stanislaus
Humboldt State
San Dieqo State
San Francisco State

Title

San Jose State

GEOG 103 & 105 Weather & Weather Lab

Denied 9/18/12 IMETR 60, Meteorolosv | (2)l



Sonoma State
UC Transferable
UG Berkelev
UC Davis
UC lrvine
UC Los Anqeles
UG Merced
UC Riverside
UG San Dieqo
UC Santa Barbara
UG Santa Cruz
c-rD

Yes

CSU GE
IGEÏC

Expired, needs to be
revised and resubmitted
D5
4E

[C-lD GEOG l30,lntroduction to Weather and
Climatel
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ALLAN HAI\COCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT: Geography (Masters Required) and

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG l0l

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: Physical Geography

BANNER COURSE TITLE: Physical Geography

UNITS:3

NT]Iì{BER OF TIMES CCURSE CAN BE RÐPEATEÐ:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/PNP - Letter Grade or PassÀ{o Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVTSORY(rES):

o ENGL 514

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

ADVISORY SKILLS:
Unon enterins this course. the student should be able to:
ENGL 514

l. write essays, including argumentation, that integrate and synthesize course readings and are clearly
focused, fully developed, and logically organized.



2. produce in-class or timed essays that illushate organizing, composing, revising, editing, and time-
management skills.

3. analyze and paraphrase multiple texts: drawing conclusions, making generulizations, and analyzing
arguments.

4.
5.
6.

write essays to specific audiences using an appropriate voice for those readers.
formulate an essay with a clear thesis statement or central idea.
organize essays in which the topic sentences and paragraph details support the thesis.
construct sentences that demonstrate control of sentence variety and effective word choice, using mostly
college-level diction.

8. use strategies to accommodate and learn unfamiliar vocabulary.
9. proofread and edit essays so that they exhibit few gross errors in English grammar, use, or punctuation.
10. identify and evaluate supporting evidence.
I l. follow prescribed documentation methods and properly use outside sources.

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

An inhoduction to the earth's physical geography, addressing the origins, patterns and interconnections of
weather/clim ate, w ater, landforms, living systems and human culture. (F,S)

COURSE CONTENT:

l. Introductionto physical geography
2. Earthrepresentation/mapping
3. Earth/sunrelationships, energy
4. The atmosphere, temperature
5. Pressure, winds
6. Moisture, precipitation
7. Air masses. weather
8. Climate
9. Biogeography
10. Soils
11. Tectonism. earth materials
12. Volcanism
13. V/eathering, mass wasting
14. Water. karst
15. Fluvial processes

16. Aeolian processes

17. Glacial processes

18. Coastal processes

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
At the end of the course. the student will be able to:

l. explain and apply the perspective, terminology, tools and methodology utilized in geography and the natural
sciences.
evaluate the relationship between culture/human activþ and the physical landscape, and propose solutions to
complex problems.
identifu and describe the elements and processes of the earth's systems: atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere,
and lithosphere.
apply scientific reasoning and methodology to spatial distributions of physical phenomena and environmental
problems.

2.

4.



5. interpret, synthesize and evaluate spatial data on maps, charts and graphs.
6. knowledgably express the results of scientif,rc inquiry, quantitative analysis, and critical evaluation of topics

and issues.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS:

nts will be required to complete a variety of assignments that supplement and apply the topics covered.
will include:

1. Outlines the text material incorporating examples of processes and forms.
. Chapter review and application questions that verifu understanding ofgeographic principles and text

mitigate coastal erosion or deforestation.
ial. Periodically, students will be asked to propose solutions to text topics, e.g., land use recommendations

. Vy'orksheets of problems and applications. These will include maps and charts, requiring analysis of spatial

. Research essays on special topics and issues. These will require analysis and synthesis of information, as

and utilization of scientific methodology.

ll as the incorporation ofalternative conclusions and solutions.
5. Reviews of articles pertaining to lectwe topics, requiring critical analysis of scientific studies.

. Self-reflection papers that examine the human/environment interface, e.g., evaluation of lifestyle and its
impact on use of resources; analysis of carbon footprint.

XAMPLE:
LOBAL WARMING RESEARCH ESSAY

purpose of this exercise is'"o become more informed about the issue of global warming as a global

lowing:
looking for reputable and useful sources of information it is important to consider and evaluate the

is the author(s) educated/trained/experienced in the field?
what is the author's purpose in writing about or studying the issue? (Is there a vested interest or a
ultural/economic/political bias?)

while also gaining experience in critically analyzingand evaluating source material.

is there supporting information and data? Does the article give you the source of any
ata/ ev idenc e I information?
is the information in the article relevant to the issue?
are the author's conclusions rational, logical and unbiased?
does the author address other possible interpretations/explanations ofthe data?

l) It is crucial that you understand how global warming is thought to occur. So, answer the questions: What are

ically, address and answer the following:

atmospheric conditions, processes and substances that may be causing an increase in global temperatures?

) An important document released by the United Nations was created by the IPCC. What is the IPCC? Is it
legitimate? What is its purpose...to do research or evaluate research? What conclusion does it draw about the

human activities are related to global warming?

uman role in global warming?

) What is the status of any international agreement or treaty to limit emissions?

) What is the present administration's position on international cooperation to address global warming? What
the Bush administration's position? Evaluate the concept of "cap and trade." What are its advantages and

le weaknesses? Suggest an alternative proposal to "cap and trade." What are its advantages and possible
rknesses? Suggest an alternative proposal to "cap andtrade."
Evaluate your lifestyle and the choices you are makine in your life relative to the im on elobal warmi



you contributing significantly to the problem or making "earth healthy" choices?
Find an article on global warming that you feel is NOT reputable. Why did you find it not reputable? Submit
;opv of the article.copy oI tne anlcle.

nswer these questions in essay form, and reference any sources you utilize (please note which questions each

is essay will likelv be 3-4 pages in
relates to).

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

Quizzes
Bxams
Flomework assignments
lritical evaluation of scientific studies
lurrent issues paper
Jpecial topic paper
linal

]XAMPLE OF ESSAY QUESTION:
?HYSICAL GEOGRAPHY_ SPECIAL TOPIC PAPER
four mission is to conduct a geographic investigation of a particular placelarea. These places are unique,
ãscinating and represent an opportunity to understand processes, forms and relationships that exist in a defined

3eographic space.

ior your assigned place you must research, synthesize and analyze researched information, then write a report
n essay form, with references appropriately cited, of 2-4 pages in length (double-spaced, typed).

A,t a minimum, this report shall include the following:
.an introduction to the placelarea/rcgion.
. a general description ofthe geographic landscape and how it differs from the surrounding area.
. mention of unique features/areas/locations/aspects.
'extensive description and analysis of the geomorphology, with emphasis on the three components of a
andscape - materials, endogenic and exogenic processes (historically and at present, ifapplicable). Include
naps or graphic data ifuseful.
. synthesis of information concerning any challenges, issues or problems faced by the landscape/location due to
ruman impact or environmental changel
'a summarv.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

o Gabler, Robert E., James Peterson, L. Michael Trapasso, Dorothy Sack (2010). Physical Geography (10th/e).
¡ Strahler, Alan H. (2008). Visualizing Physical Geograplry (lst/e).

Other Materials:

¡ Video - How the Earth Was Made: The Complete Series, The History Channel, 2008-2010.
o Video - Earth: The Biography, BBC, 2008.
o Video - Earth Revealed, 26 programs Annenberg PBS, 1992.
o Video - Nature's Fury, National Geographic, 1994.
. Video - Planet Earth: The Complete Series, BBC,2007.
. Video - Core Meteorology Series, Ambrose Video, 2008.
o Video - Atmosphere, Climate and Weather, Cambridge Educational Production, 2006.
¡ Yanow, Ken, Critically Thinking Physical Geography: A Solution Handbook, BookSurge Publishing,2006.



. Pifzl, Gerald, Annual Editions: Geography 23le,McGraw-Hill/Dushkin,2009.
o Seitz, Jhn L., Global Issues, An Introduction, Wiley-Blackwell, 2007.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

¡ l. GEOG101 SLOI - Explain and apply the perspective, approach and terminology utilized in geography
study.

¡ 2. GEOG101 SLO2 - Critically evaluate the relationship between human activity and the physical landscape.
¡ 3. GEOGIOI SLO3 - Identiff and describe the elements and processes of the atmosphere, biosphere,

hydrosphere, and lithosphere.
r 4. GEOGl0l SLO4 - Apply scientific reasoning and analysis to spatial distributions.
o 5. GEOG101 SLO5 - Demonstrate an understanding of geographic and scientific principles, tools and

methodology.
¡ 6. GEOGIOl SLO6 - Express in writing the results of scientific inquiry, analysis and evaluation.

DISTANCE LEÄRNING COURSE STATUS:

Delivery Methods

¡ None

Instructor Initiated Contact Hours Per Week 0.00

Contact Types:

¡ None

In-Person Contact Types:

. None

Adjustment to Assignments:

Adjustments to Evaluation Tools:

Strategies to Make Course Accessible to Disabled Students:

Inform Students

Additional Comments:
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ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT: Geography (Masters Required) and

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG 102

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: Human Geography

BANNER COURSE TITLE: Human Geography

UNITS:3

NUMBER OF'TIMES COURSE CA,N BE REPEATED:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/P/NIP - Letter Grade or Pass/Ì.{o Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVTSORY(rES):

¡ ENGL 514

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

ADVISORY SKILLS:
Unon enterins this course. the student should be able to:
ENGL 514

l. write essays, including argumentation, that integrate and synthesize course readings and are clearly
focused, fully developed, and logically organized.



2. produce in-class or timed essays that illustrate organizing, composing, revising, editing, and time-
management skills.

3. analyze and paraphrase multiple texts: drawing conclusions, making generalizations, and analyzing
arguments.

4. write essays to specif,tc audiences using an appropriate voice for those readers.
5. formulate an essay with a clear thesis statement or central idea.
6. organize essays in which the topic sentences and paragraph details support the thesis.
7 . construct sentences that demonstrate control of sentence variety and effective word choice, using mostly

college-level diction.
8. use strategies to accommodate and learn unfamiliar vocabulary.
9. proofread and edit essays so that they exhibit few gross errors in English grammar, use, or punctuation.
10. identifu and evaluate supporting evidence.
I l. follow prescribed documentation methods and properly use outside sources.

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

A historical perspective is used to explore our human role in shaping the earth's cultural landscapes. Globalization and
cultural diversity are course themes. Topics include population and migration; the geography of language, religion, and
social customs; economic forms; settlements; and resource problems.

COURSE CONTENT:

l. IntroductiontoGeography
2. Population
3. Migration
4. Popular and Folk Culture
5. Language
6. Religion
7. Ethnicity, Race, Gender
8. Political Geography
9. Urban Geography
10. Development
I l. Agriculture
12. Industry and Services
I 3. Human/EnvironmenlResource Issues
14. Course Summarv

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
At the end of the course. the student will be able to:

l.
2.
J.

4.
5.
6.

Explain the methods of research, inquiry and theory in human geographic study.
Evaluate the relevant perspectives, themes and terminology in cultural geography.
Describe the major spatial processes affecting human geography, such as globalization, nationalism,
supranationalism and multiculturalism.
Explain how spatial variations in culture contribute to different values, expression and views ofother cultures.
Identiff regional cultural differences and explain their origins, diffusion and spatial distribution.
Describe and evaluate the relationship ofphysical geography to cultural characteristics ofpeoples, and how
culture correlates with perspectives on nature and environmental issues.
Critically analyze information related to current regional and global cultural issues, and propose solutions and
resolutions.

7.



METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS:

I . Additional reading assignments, predominantly of current events and issues, usually requiring written

Short research papers to apply and reinforce geographic concepts.
. Reflective essays on diversity, values and cultural expression.
. Role play of a person in another culture, as a written essay and in-class porhayal.

AMPLE OF OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENT:
NGUAGE IN CANADA

the background in your text, and
the following paper, but only sections 1,2 and7.

ind and include at least one other reputable source.

l. What is "Quebecois" and what does it mean to those who are "Quebecois"?
. Why is the preservation of language viewed as vital to many in Quebec?
. Describe the spatial distribution and official status of the languages of Canada.

an essay of approximately one page in length addressing the following:

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

l. Quizzes covering text and class material: objective with essay question(s).
Z. Homework assignments: Short topical/reflective essays and outside reading summaries.
l. Short research paper on applied special topic.
4. Role play essay and in class discussion.
5. Final exam.

ESSAY EXAMPLE:
Describe the meaning of"push" and "pull" factors; describe the role these forces have played in recent
immigration, legal and illegal, into the United States. Use specific examples to support your conclusions.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

¡ Rubenstein, James M. (2010). Contemporary Human Geography
o Fouberg, Erin H., Alexander B. Murphy, H. J. de Blü (2009). Human Geograpþ: People, Place, and

Culture(9tUe).

Other Materials:

. Vy'orld Atlas recommended.
o National Geographic Society, EarthPulse, V/iley, Special Edition, 2008.
o Seitz, John L., Global Issues: An Introduction, Wiley-Blackwell, 3rd Edition, 2007.
. Piizl, Gerald, Annual Editions: Geography 23/e,McGraw-Hill, 2009.
o Esposito, John, Susan Tyler Hitchcock, Desmond Tutu, Mpho Tutu, Geography of Religion: Where God Lives,

Where Pilgrims Walk, National Geographi c, 2006.



. Adams, J. Michael, Angelo Carfagna, Coming of Age in a Globalized World: The Next Generation, Kumarian
Press. 2006.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

l. GEOGIO2 SLOI - Explain and apply the perspectives, approaches and terminology utilized in geography
study.
2. GEOGl02 SLO2 - Demonstrate knowledge and application of cultural origins and differences, and apply
spatial analysis skills to distributions of cultural elements.
3. GEOG102 SLO3 - Correlate cultural phenomena to local and regional characteristics of the physical
landscape.
4. GEOG102 SLO4 - Integrate historical information with cultural spatial distributions.
5. GEOGI02 SLO5 - Synthesize and critically analyze information related to cunent regional and global
cultural issues.

6. GEOGl02 SLO6 - Express an understanding of differing cultural perspectives on issues and conflicts.

a

a

DISTANCE LEARNING COURSE STATUS:

Delivery Methods

¡ None

Instructor Initiated Contact Hours Per Week 0.00

Contact Types:

o None

In-Person Contact Types:

¡ None

Adjustment to Assignments:

Adjustments to Evaluation Tools:

Strategies to Make Course Accessible to Disabled Students:

Inform Students

Additional Comments:
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ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT: Geography (Masters Required)

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG 103

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: World Regional Geography

BANNER COURSE TITLE: World Regional Geography

UNITS:3

NUMBER OF TIMES COURSE CAN BE REPEATED:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/P/|{P - Letter Grade or Pass/Ì.{o Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVTSORY(IES):

r ENGL 513

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

ADVISORY SKILLS:
Unon enterins this course. the student should be able to:
ENGL 5I3

l. write coherent essays and paragraphs about course readings and/or other subjects.
2. summarize, analyze, and make a simple synthesis between two readings or ideas.

3. complete in-class writings that illustrate some organizing, composing, revising, editing, and time-



management skills.
4. read and summarize short expository texts for the purpose of writing and discussion.
5. distinguish between fact and opinion and identify author's purpose and tone.
6. direct writings to a specific audience using an appropriate voice.
7. construct writings with a cenffal idea and supporting paragraphs.
8. write paragraphs with supporting sentences that relate to the topic sentence.
9. recognize and begin to apply sentence variety and appropriate word choice.
10. use vocabulary strategies.
I 1. proofread and edit essays for public presentation.
12. identify some errors in English grammar, usage, and punctuation.
13. use outside sources and begin to use direct quotations from those sources.
14. differentiate between one's own ideas and those of others.

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

A study of the world's major geographic regions. The course focuses on the increasing globalization of the world and a
movement towards greater emphasis on cultural diversity.

COURSE CONTENT:

1. Introduction to Geography and Regional Geographical Study
2. Europe
3. Russia and Neighboring Countries
4. East Asia
5. Southeast Asia
6. South Asia
7. Southwest Asia and Northern Africa
8. Subsaharan Africa
9. Australia, New Zealand, Oceania, Antarctica
10. Middle America, Caribbean
11. South America
12. North America

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
At the end of the course- the student will be ahle to:

l.
2.
.J.

4.
5.
6.

Explain and utilize the approach and themes of research and inquiry in geographic study and analysis.
Define and use geographic terminology relevant to each geographic realm.
Utilize spatial skills to explain regional cultural differences, including their origins, distributions and
significance.
Describe the physical geography of each region and its relationship to the human landscape.
Apply spatial analysis skills to regional geographic distributions.
Critically analyze and synthesize information related to current regional and global issues/topics, and
demonstrate an understanding ofthe role ofpersonal and societal perspectives.
Identiff significant physical and cultural geographical locations.7.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:



OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS:

L Completion of blank outline maps for each region.
. Short paper on a special regional topic.
. Geographic summaries of videos of regions/countries.
. Essays on issues ofregional/global significance.'

Rise of China
fter centuries of isolation, China is quickly becoming a global power economically, politically and militarily.
ompose an essay not to exceed two typed pages, utilizing and citing legitimate sources, that addresses the

OF OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENT:

lowing:
l. What are China's economic advantages of site and situation that account for its economic success? Include

explanation and discussion of "Open Coastal Areas" and "Special Economic Zones."

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

l. Unit qtizzes for each region.
Z. }udap location quizzes.
3. Special topic paper.
l. Homework: Issue evaluation.
5. Video summaries.
5. Final exam.

Essay example:
Describe the current spatial distribution ofpopulation
rhysica! geography.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

White, George W., Joseph P. Dymond, Elizabeth Chacko, Michael Bradshaw (2011). Essentials of World
Re gi on al G e o gr ap hy (2ndl e).

Rowntree, Lester, Martin Lewis, Marie Price, William Wyckoff(2010). Globalization and Diversity:
Geography of a Changing World (3rd/e).

Other Materials:

o National Geographic Society, Complete National Geographic - Every Issue Since 1888, DVD, 2009.
. A package of blank outline maps for place location study.
. A world atlas is recommended.
o National Geographic Society, EarthPulse, Wiley, Special Edition, 2008.
o Seitz, John L. Global Issues: An Introduction. Wiley-Blackwell. 3rd Edition. 2007.
o Pitzl, Gerald. Annual Editions: Geography 23le.McGraw-Hill. 2009.

in South America and its relationship to the country's

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

l. GEOG103 SLOI - Explain and apply the perspectives, approaches and terminology utilized in geography
study.
2. GEOG103 SLO2 - Express understanding of regional cultural differences and perspectives, including their
origins and distributions.



. 3. GEOG103 SLO3 - Describe the physical geography of each region and its relationship to the human
landscape.

¡ 4. GEOGl03 SLO4 - Apply spatial analysis skills to regional geographic distributions.
o 5. GEOG I 03 SLO5 - Synthesize and critically analyze information related to current regional and global

issues.
o 6. GEOGl03 SLO6 - Identiff significant physical and cultural geographical locations.

DISTANCE LEARNING COURSE STATUS:

Delivery Methods

¡ Internet

Instructor Initiated Contact Hours Per Week 3.00

Contact Types:

o Email Communcation (group and/or individual communications)
. Discussion Board via Blackboard
. Telephone Contacts
o Other (please specif,)

o Office hours

In-Person Contact Types:

Review Session

Testing
Other (please specifu)

o Office hours

Adjustment to Assignments:

Adjustments to Evaluation Tools:

Strategies to Make Course,A.ccessible to Disabled Students:

¡ In Blackboard a descriptive name tag will be placed at the start of data tables. Additional file option for
PowerPoint slides.

Inform Students

r Initial email sent to students

Additional Comments:



DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT:

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG 105
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ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: Geography of California

BANNER COURSE TITLE: Geography of California

UNITS:3

NUMBER OF TIMES COURSE CAN BE REPEAIÐD:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/P/ìIP - Letter Grade or PassAIo Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVISORY(IES): None

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

A survey of the geography of California, including the physical environment, weather and climate, population, industry
and agriculture, and major cultural patterns.

COURSE CONTENT:



l.
2.

Introduction: Historical Background & Major Trends
The Unstable Landscape

A. earthquake faults, folklore, and facts
Califomia Landscape Regions

A. formation
B. description

California Vy'eather and Climate
A. weather patterns and processes
B. climate zones
C. weather modification

Water: A Precious Resource
A. water resources
B. California water law
C. the search for water
D. contemporary water issues

Energy
A. energy and the California lifestyle
B. energy resources and development

Califomia Vegetation Biomes
A. principal plant biomes
B. the success of exotics

The Historical Geography of California
A. major historic periods and themes
B. sequent occupance and its effect

Contemporary California Culture
A. mini- and micro-culture regions
B. fads, fashions and social arrangements
C. recreation patrems

Agriculture Pattems in California
A. livestock and feed crops
B. food and fiber field crops
C. vegetables, citrus, and avocados
D. viticulture and winemaking
E. agricultural oddities

Metropolitan California
A. patterns of metropolitan growth
B. manufacturing and tourism
C. urban sprawl
D. conserving agriculture in suburbia

The Future of California
A. population growth

J.

Â

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

I l.

12.

B. immigration, migration, ethnicity, and population change
C. California and The Pacific Rim
D. water prospects
E. transit development

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
At the end of the course. the student will be able to:

l. identiff and describe the major physical patterns found in California, including landform provinces, historical
geology, weather and climate patterns and processes, and vegetation zones.
describe and evaluate the major themes of contemporary California culture, particularly as they relate to each
individual student, such as the theme of the historical geography of California as a multi-racial place.

2.



3. apply major concepts of physical and human geography to California, including concepts of environmental
perception, location (site and situation), accessibility, and central place theory.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS:

Book Report:
Two book reports are required. This will be a "directed" type report requiring the use of a specific outline
which will focus on relevant aspects of critical thinking. Books may be chosen from a list of selections that
emphasize the unique combinations of land and life in Califomia. Selections include:
Richard Henry Dana, Two Years Before the Mast
ldwall Jones, The Vineyard
Theodora Kroeber, Ishi, Last of His Tribe
Map and Place Location Assignment:
Students will complete a series of map and place location assignments. Each map will be a separate assignment
and submitted individually. Specific assignment may include: landform provinces (with various relevant
physical featwes); earthquake faults; water transfer features; climate zones; vegetation zones; population
distribution: and counties and cities.

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

Regular unit exams will be administered (using essays, short answers, fill-in, and objective questions) plus
rpportunities for classroom discussion and participation, and written assignments and/or projects. Exam will
:mphasize concepts and ideas, rather than factual information.
Jample questions:
)utline the basic elements of either the California Water Plan of Central Valley Project tracing the flow of
ryater from origin to final destination. Include the various basic structures such as dams, canals, etc.
)n a line extending east to west from Pismo Beach to Las Vegas, outline and describe each of the climate zones

/ou would encounter.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

o Miller, Crane S. and Richard S. Hyslop (1998). California: The Geograplry of Diversity

Other Materials:

¡ Fuller, David L. California Patterns: A Geographical and Historical Atlas. Palo Alto, CA. Mayfreld Publishing
Co. 1998

o Road map of California
. Colored pencil set
o Parsons, James J. "The Uniqueness of California". American Quarterly. VII, No. l. (Spring 1955). pp. 45-55.

(Reprinted in various anthologies)
. Muir, John. "The Water Ouzel". The Mountains of California. Ch. 13. Garden City. Anchor Books. Doubleday

& Co. 1961. pp.213-229
o McWilliams, Carey. "The Heritage of the Southwest". North From Mexico. Ch. 8. New York. Greenwood

Press. 1968. pp. 133-161

STUDENT LEÄRNING OUTCOMES:
¡ None Entered
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ALLAN HAI\ICOCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT: Geography (Masters Required) and

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG 110

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: Introduction To Meteorology

BANNER COURSE TITLE: Introduction To Meteorology

UNITS:4

NUMBER OF TIMES COUR.SE C.dN BE R.EPEATED:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/P/NIP - Letter Grade or PassÆ.{o Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVTSORY(rES):

o MATH 3l I successful completion

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

ADVISORY SKILLS:
Unon enterins this course. the student should be able to:
MATH 31I

1. state, use and identifo the basic real number axioms.
2. evaluate and simpliSr variable expressions.



3. solve linear equations in one variable.
4. solve and graph solutions to linear inequalities in one variable.
5. graph linear equations in two variables using slope and intercept methods.
6. add, subtract, multiply and divide polynomials.
7. factor polynomials
8. use factoring to simplif,, multiple, and divided rational expressions.
9. use factoring to solve quadratic equations.
10. solve word problems at the elementary algebra level.
I l evaluate and simplifu expressions involving square roots

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

An introduction to the physical processes underlying atmospheric and weather phenomena, including global climate
change and the impacts of various weather and climate phenomena on society. Topics include thermodynamic processes
in the moist terrestrial atmosphere; radiation (solar-terrestrial) and heat budget; atmospheric stability and convection.
The dynamics of the atmosphere and ocean, along with their general circulation patterns are described. Both synoptic
and mesoscale meteorology, as well as factors involved in weather forecasting are discussed, including basic
observations, data analysis, and modeling.

COURSE CONTENT:

l. The atmosphere -- an introduction (mainly descriptive)
A. Origin and composition of the atmosphere
B. Distribution of constituents
C. Charged particles
D. Temperature distribution
E. Vertical structure

Energy, radiation and atmospheric optics (mainly descriptive)
A. Fundamental physics
B. Solar and terrestrial radiation
C. Global energy balance
D. Electromagnetic spectrum and visible light
E. Scattering, diffraction, reflection and absorption
F. Halos, rainbows and mirages

Seasonal and daily temperatures
A. The earth's seasons and temperature variations
B. Temperature controls
C. Temperature data, measurement and units
D. Heat index and wind chill

Air pressure
A. Air pressure measurement and units
B. Vertical and horizontal changes in air pressure
C. The Ideal Gas Law
D. Dry adiabatic processes - the effects of compression and expansion

Thermodynamics of water vapor and moist air
A. Laws of thermodynamics
B- Moist air; changes of phase and latent heat
C. Adiabatic processes, moisture variables, measurement and units
D. Thermodynamic diagrams (formation and use)
E. Condensation, clouds and fog

Hydrostatic stability and convection
A. Hydrostatic and atmospheric stability
B. Height, pressure, and temperature relationships in the upper atmosphere

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.



C. Special atmospheres
D. Dry and moist adiabatic lapse rates
E. Synoptic/descriptivemeteorology
F. Cloud formation: identification of types
G. Cloud microphysical processes and precipitation

Motion on a rotating earth
A. Coordinate systems, inertial forces and laws of motion
B. Pressure-gradient force
C. Coriolis force
D. Gradient and surface winds
E. Wind measurement and units
F. Local winds, turbulence and friction
G. Global wind systems

Dynamics of the atmosphere
A. Geostrophic flow
B. Cyclostrophic flow (high and low pressure systems)
C. Thermal wind equations
D. Continuity, vorticity and divergence theorems (mainly descriptive)
E. Gravity waves and other wave motions

Weather systems and forecasting
A. Air masses and fronts
B. Midlatitude cyclones
C. Thunderstorms, tornadoes, other severe weather and fire weather
D. Easterly waves and tropical cyclones

-

9.

E. Meteorological measurements and instrumentation
F. Data analysis and modeling
G. Weather forecasting and numerical prediction
H. Aviation and range meteorology

10. Climate and hurnan impacts
A. Global climate and climate change
B. Climate proxy records
C. Climate cycles and forcing terms
D. Air pollution, cloud seeding and other environmental modification

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
At the end of the course. the student will be able to:

l. synthesize an understanding ofearth system interrelationships.
2. identiff common atmospheric features and analyze how they form.
3. demonstrate an understanding of atmospheric processes and their human impacts.
4. describe and define the concept of our earth environment as a system of systems, and the patterns of energy

flow that drive it.
5. describe and evaluate the cyclical nature ofwater and heat energy in the atmosphere and hydrosphere.
6. critically analyze information and evaluate our human impact on the earth environment, as well as identiff

possible alternatives and solutions.
7 . apply the scientific method to analyze and interpret basic atmospheric data and weather patterns using

observations, measurements, maps, chafis, images, graphs, and model results.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:



OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS:

l. Assigned reading.
Z. Data analysis activities/lab exercises.
J. Homework questions.
4. Short topical paper.

Sample Assignments:
1. Complete one or more topical modules on the COMET web site (topic to be chosen by the instructor). An
lxample would be combining multiple modules, e.g., Model Fundamentals, How Mesoscale Models Work, and
Jcean Models, into a single assignment to illustrate a particular topic. See the COMET web site

ihttp ://www.meted.ucar.edu/index.htm) for more information.
Z. Complete one or more weekly activities on the AMS Online Weather Studies course web site. Assignments
:an include weekly math skills, critical thinking/diversity, or anything related to current weather and climate
tata.
ì. Complete an assignment involving current Ultra Violet Index data (obtained on the internet from the EPA or
\ICEP) for two different dates separated by a month or two. Plot the data on blank maps of the United States.
Draw isolines, color the maps, and construct a key. Write a l-2 page paper summarizing and evaluating
hndings.
{. Using current resources on global climate change, ie, starting with a given set of information sources such as

\IOAA, IGPCC, WMO, etc., have the student choose a related issue that is important to them, their immediate
lamily, or local communþ (could also assign topics). 1) Write aparagraph for each of several sources,
;ummarizing the data, problem, regulations or policy, and any current mitigation measures. 2) Use the results
?om part l) above and and either a) write a two-page essay, including a critical examination of the sources
:hosen, or b) prepare a short slide presentation (4 or 5 slides) and give a presentation in class.

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

1. Assigned homework problems, lab activities.
Z. Unit exams and a final exam, objective questions and essays.
3. Weekly quizzes.
4. Short topical paper (including citation and analysis ofsources).

Sample essay questions:
l. Describe the difference between sensible heat transfer (both convection and conduction) and latent heat
fransfer. How is energy (heat) hansferred from one place to another in each case? How are these processes

:xpressed in the earth-atmosphere energy balance? Give examples.
Z. Name and describe three types of local wind systems (e.g., the Santa Ana wind). How do they form, and
what drives them?
3. Compare and contrast any two climate zones. Especially, compare temperature and moisture conditions for
roth summer and winter seasons.
{. Draw a simple sketch map of the earth on which you clearly indicate and label the major planetary winds.
5. Describe the seasonal pressure patterns that produce the Asian monsoon (both winds and precipitation).
lontrast January and Julv conditions.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

o Ahrens, C. Donald (2008). Meteorologt Today (9thle).
o Lutgens, Frederick K. (2009). The Atmosphere: An Introduction to Meteorologt (l lthle).

Other Materials:

o Companion lablexercise manual:



American Meteorological Society, Weather Studies lnvestigations Manual, 2008, (or most current edition
available).
Oklahoma Climatological Survey, Meteorology Lab Manual, lst Edition, Brooks Cole,2006.

e Scientificcalculator.
r Dessler, Andrew, The Science and Politics of Global Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, 2010.
. Williams, Jack, The AMS Weather Book: The Ultimate Guide to American Weather, University of Chicago,

2009.
¡ Dunlop, Storm, The Weather Identification Handbook: The Ultimate Guide for Weather Watchers, The Lyons

Press, 2003.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

o None Entered



DISCIPLINE PLACEMENT:

DEPARTMENT: Social & Behavioral Sciences

PREFIX & NUMBER: GEOG 189

CATALOG COURSE TITLE: Independent Projects

BANNER COURSE TITLE: Independent Projects

UNITS: O
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ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE
COURSE OUTLINE

NUMtsER OF T'IMES COURSE CAN BE REPEATED:

GRADING OPTION:

GR/P/NIP - Letter Grade or Pass/ì.Io Pass

PREREQUISITE(S): None

COREQUISITE(S): None

ADVISORY(IES): None

LIMITATION(S) ON ENROLLMENT: None

ENTRANCE SKILLS:

CATALOG DESCRIPTION:

Courses for students capable of independent work who demonstrate the need or desire for additional study beyond the
regular curriculum. Enrollment allows students to pursue activities such as directed field experience, research, or
development of skills and competencies under facuþ advisement and supervision. Independent projects may be earned
in most disciplines. Students wishing to enroll in Independent Projects should contact the appropriate instructor
identified in the class schedule. Ifthe project proposed is acceptable to that instructor, a contract will be developed. All
contracts for these classes must be completed and submitted to the Records Office no later than the end of the second



week of the semester. Students may enroll for any combination (unit value) of Independent Projects 189 and/or 389 for
a total of four semesters in a specific discipline. Units are awarded depending upon satisfactory performance and the
amount of time committed by the student to the course. Allowable units vary according to discipline, and are based on
the following formula: I unit - 48 hours per semester 2 units - 96 hours per semester 3 units - 144 hours per semester

COURSE CONTENT:

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
Af fhe end of the corrrse- the student will he ahle fo:

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION:

METHODS OF EVALUATION:

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Adopted Text:

¡ None

Other Materials:

o None

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

. None Entered
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Appendix 2.

Sample list of community colleges throughout the U.S. with GIS Certification programs and/or
GIS(T) AAS degree programs.

Fort Range Community College (Bolder, Colorado)

Austin Community College (Austin, Texas)

Portland Community College (Portland Oregon)

Columbus State Community College (Columbus, Ohio)

Community College of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)

Mesa Community College (Mesa, Arizona)

Green River Community College (Auburn, Washington)

Itasca Community College (Grand Rapids, Minnesota)

Tulsa Community College (Tulsa, Oklahoma)

Waubonsee Community College (Sugar Grove, lllinois)

Houston Community Collee (Houston, Texas)

Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, Utah)

Cayuga Community College (Auburn, New York)

Appendix 3.

Excel file of Demand Ratio and Fill Rates for all lab courses at AHC

[See attached]

Appendix 4.

SLO Data and Full AHC Data [See attached]
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